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INTRODUCTION 
 

Welcome to the world of private caregiving! 

 

Inside this guide you will acquire the knowledge and tools to hire a private caregiver that is the right fit 
for your senior loved one. I have been operating my own private senior care business in Montreal, 
Canada for more than 12 +years. This book was created after many instances where family members 
looking for much needed senior care were being referred to me and regrettably, I had to turn them 
away because I was always fully booked with clients. In addition to that I had no extra time to help the 
families look for caregivers even though I knew how. It can be challenging time for families who are 
beginners when it comes to looking for private caregivers who are experienced, committed, and ready 
to preform the work required. 
 

The process of finding a private caregiver seems simple enough, but until you have gone through 
what many I know have, only then you will understand how frustrating it can be to continuously 
change caregivers that do not work out. My goal is to help you avoid this unnecessary stress, and 
help you find the caregiver that you are looking for. 
 

It is important to know that good caregivers are still out there and ready to work. From what I have 
seen over the years while operating my business, and meeting many private caregivers is that 
marketing is not a strong suit. If you can find a professional private caregiver on your terms, you will 
be much better off in the long run. Your sanity, time, and bank account will thank you. 
 

Over the year’s family members would reach have been reaching out after continuous failed attempts 
at finding and hiring the wrong caregivers for their senior loved ones. 
 

Creating this guide took some time to put together to keep it as simple as possible. My guess is that 
family members who need help right now do not have time to read a lengthy novel on how to solve 
their immediate problem. This guide is meant to help as many families as possible all over the world 
and contains only the most important information needed to find and hire a caregiver. Included with 
the guide are reusable templates that can be customized. The templates will make the hiring process 
easier, keep you organized, and maintain a level of security and commitment when contracts, and job 
expectations are in writing. 
 

Most important is to select the right caregiver from the beginning for the senior who needs assistance 
to have consistent and trusted care. By taking the proper steps and having the proper guidance you 
will avoid countless complications, heartache, and conflict. This guide will help you find top quality 
caregivers who have good work ethic, experience, and can commit to the time that is needed to carry 
out the mandate. 
 

Finding and hiring the right caregiver for a senior is the most important, the second but also important 
is to select a candidate that you will be able to work with throughout the mandate. You will be the 
main point of contact for the care needed, so you want and need the communications to be with 
someone who you can speak freely with, and sort out any issues quickly, calmly in a pro-active way. 
 

If you want a top-quality caregiver that has experience and offers many services, then you must give 
your best effort in finding him/her. You want a caregiver that will see and be attracted to your job 
offer. 



GETTING STARTED 
 

 



FORMAL AND INFORMAL CAREGIVERS 
 

 
 
Caregiving is an action. A caregiver is a person who routinely helps others such as seniors with daily 
tasks that they could otherwise not do for themselves or attempt with great difficulty. A caregiver for 
the elderly is someone who can provide personalized emotional support, personal hygiene 
assistance, housekeeping, transportation, and social interaction. 
 

Two Types of Caregivers: 

• Formal caregivers for seniors are paid in exchange for care services 
provided. 

• Informal caregivers are family and friends who care for their loved 
one(s) without compensation. 

Caregivers lend eyes and ears to family members. In some cases, family members do not live-in 
close proximity to their senior loved one(s). Family members are a part of the “sandwich generation” 
are caught between the stresses of caring for their aging parent, as well as their own children, career, 
and require additional resources such as a caregiver to help care for their senior loved one(s). 
 
Families and Trustees place a lot of trust in the hands of hired private caregivers to provide support, 
stability, and security to the senior needing ongoing assistance. A private caregiver’s greatest asset 
will always be how well he or she communicates and sends regular updates to inform you after each 
visit, and to alert you of any obvious changes in behavior or mental state of the senior. 
 

With increased care demands on regular care staff in public and private institutions, each senior 
resident is receiving less care. Hiring a caregiver is a wonderful additional care option to continue the 
preferred lifestyle of a senior and get tailored services according to their needs. 



FAMILY CAREGIVER STRESS EXPOSED 

 

A private caregiver can provide customized assistance for your loved one(s) at home, 

or in a residence. 

You will need to start planning senior care and, may be thinking where do I start? You have a whole 

list of needs that need to be met. Your first order of business will be to prioritize what tasks you can 

reduce or eliminate to make your day-to-day life easier. 

Something that you will need to come to terms with before you even start looking for a caregiver, is 

that it will carry a financial cost. Hiring a private caregiver in the right way can be viewed as an 

immediate and future investment. Having a caregiver on hand when needed is priceless. 

All too often family members will leave the option to hire a caregiver as a very last resort, hoping that 

it will save a few dollars until the service is necessary. This is where most families make the first 

mistake! What happens is that an unexpected stressful event will occur, such as a stroke or fall when 

you least expect it, and then you will need to find the first caregiver available. Notice how I said the 

first and not the best suited. You will most likely find a patchy care plan but know that it is not a long-

term care solution. 

The second most common mistake is relying on free help from other family members, friends, and 

neighbors. At some point the help will dry up and some may become resentful or feel used. The 

immediate outcome will unfortunately lead you to take the first caregiver that comes along and is 

willing to help no matter what the cost, experience, background and from wherever you found them. 

This last-minute decision will cost you in the long run. You may already be in this position, and if so, 

not to worry it is never too late. We shall press the reset button and make it right for the future. 

My best advice based on experience watching so many families go through this is to find and hire a 

caregiver before any situations arise. Wouldn't you rather have someone present who you can 

provide real assistance when needed? Someone who will know what to do, how to do it, when to do 

it, take initiative, and a person present that you can trust? Of course, you would, therefore you need 

to take your time when you have it and go through a process and make sound decisions. 

A good private caregiver, and the right match for the senior will be able to finally replace you and give 

you the REAL BREAK you need and deserve. A caregiver that works out will give you the gift of time 

to enjoy the things you love doing for yourself, and to spend time with others. It also makes visits with 

the senior enjoyable and fulfilling. 



PLANNING SENIOR CARE 

 
 

Do you find yourself caught between the stresses of caring for your aging parent as well as for your 
own children, and are at the peak of your career? If so, you may be a part of the “sandwich 
generation”. 
 
Planning senior care for the people you love most in your life can feel like an overwhelming 
task, but it does not have to be. 
 
One of the best ways is to seek assistance and guidance when it comes to hiring a private caregiver, 
is to learn from people who have already faced similar situations. Listen to what they did right and 
how they could have improved in their own situation. 
 
3 step process to planning senior care for family members 
 
1. Communicate with Family: When you or all of you decide as a Family that you are ready and 
accept the idea of additional senior care, you may then face reluctance from the senior to allow 
someone else i.e., the caregiver into their home. Each senior’s reaction will be different. By selecting 
the right caregiver, you will all have a much greater chance for a smoother transition. 

2. Determine Care Needs: This is a task that can be shared amongst other family members. 
Ultimately the final decision will be yours to make, but this is a great way for the family to feel a part of 
the decision process. Ask parties involved to make a list of what needs they think should be met for 
their loved one(s). The list should consist of essential and non-essential care services. This can be a 
sensitive time for everyone involved, and it is important that everyone feels listened to. It would be 
better to discuss face to face, if not possible then virtually. It will be important to see people's 
reactions, and to see what is often not said but seen with body language and facial expressions. 
 
3. Begin Search for Private Caregiver: Once the senior's needs are determined, and the final say 
by you has been clearly stated in writing, you can start your caregiver search. We can help guide you 
at this point. If the following steps above are not complete, then return to step 1 and start over. Every 
good relationship comes from a solid foundation. Taking shortcuts will lead to more work, and family 
breakdowns in the future. 

If your senior loved one(s) can still make decisions on their own, then they should be included in this 
process. The idea of having a private caregiver present may take longer to absorb and may also be a 
slower implementation process. 

When planning senior care, it is especially important to have all family members on board, and 
supportive of the decision to introduce additional support, in and around the senior’s place of 
residence. If your senior loved one(s) are resistant to additional caregiving support, they will look to 
the family member who is apposed and look for their support instead. 



TYPES OF SENIOR CARE 
 

 
 
 
Do you need a formal caregiver to assist temporarily on a short-term basis? 

Would you like a formal caregiver to come on a routine basis to give you, or the primary 

caregiver a break? 

Home care agencies can be a good option for temporary short-term assistance needed such a 

hospital recovery, or minor fall. Home Care agencies have their place and so do private caregivers, it 

simply depends on what type of care your loved one(s)require. 

 

Agencies have the staff to ensure flexibility of the senior care schedule, however not so great during 

the global pandemic when you want the least amount of different care workers entering your loved 

one(s) home or residence. If an agency seems like a good option while you look for your private 

caregiver, then make sure the agency will agree in writing to send the least number of caregivers to 

your senior loved one(s) place of residence. 

  

Private caregivers tend to take on clients who require long term assistance for short or long blocks of 

time on a routine basis. Hiring a private caregiver with experience, and accustomed to protective 

personal equipment and safety protocols is so valuable. Family members such as yourself are looking 

for the best possible solutions to keep your senior loved one(s) safe and help reduce the spread of 

the virus. Hiring a private caregiver is a great first step. 



Types of care continued… 

Routine hourly visits (Live-out care) 

Care on a regular routine basis 

Routine weekly visits are the best way for a caregiver and senior to form a bond. This type of care is 

particularly important to introduce in the early stages of dementia. To have a caregiver that can 

communicate with your loved one when words are no longer able to be used is beyond priceless. A 

caregiver with this ability will be able to continue to take your loved one out so that they can continue 

to be a part of the community. Your loved one will feel secure in their presence, be willing to try new 

things, and be confident in a caregiver’s decisions. You also need to fully trust the caregiver that you 

have hired. The screening process is so important when selecting your caregiver. 

As a caregiver myself, the most incredible memories I have assisting seniors with advanced forms of 

dementia were when I was able to communicate with them and see them laugh and enjoy themselves 

in the moment. This form of communication is a developed skill and a gift that most caregivers who 

have it will want to share. 

Overnight Care 

This care allows the primary caregiver a restful sleep, or peace of mind knowing the senior will be 

safe with a caregiver in their place of residence. 

In this position caregivers are on standby during the night if assistance is needed. This type of care is 

most requested for safety reasons during the night. When a caregiver is present for nights, they 

should remain awake and be on alert to best provide for your senior loved one. 

You may want to start with a remote access camera set up in your senior loved one(s) room to really 

evaluate what level of care is needed at night. Most residences allow cameras in seniors rooms, but 

you may want to check with the director of the residence first and see if they have any policies around 

surveillance. A caregiver who does stay overnight can remain in a separate room if your senior loved 

one is more comfortable with that arrangement. An easy way for a caregiver to keep a close eye 

would be to leave the door open and detect any movement or install a bed alarm. 

Live-In Care OR (24/7 ACUTE CARE) 

 

A caregiver who lives-in or out on a 24-hour basis who assists with all required daily needs of your 

senior loved one(s). This type of care requires a care team of 3 in place to relieve the primary live-in 

caregiver. A fourth caregiver should be ready for flexible on-call care, as well as a replacement. 

 

A typical rotation schedule: 

7am-3pm / 3pm-11pm / 11pm-7am 



PRIVATE CAREGIVER SERVICES 

 

Seniors want to feel connected to what matters most to them. Personalized caregiving 

services provides an additional bridge of emotional and physical support for seniors. 

Personalized caregiving services can really benefit a senior in several different ways. Every senior is 

unique and has their own set of essential needs that must be met, as well as what they want daily. 

Some seniors want to get out and socialize and stay active in the community, while other seniors find 

comfort in being home and need companionship. 

To have a private caregiver visit one to three times a week can really assist a senior to keep a good 

routine, stay active both mentally and physically, and see and experience new things that will add to 

the overall quality of their life. A caregiver can represent hope to a senior, something as simple as a 

reason to get up each day and feel cared for. This relationship can bring joy and comfort to both you, 

your family, and the senior needing care. 

The everyday tasks for a senior can become more challenging as time goes on. A caregiver can be 

there to facilitate these tasks and most importantly make them fun and easy to do again. Even if the 

task is small it can provide a sense of purpose for a senior. 

If you are looking for your senior loved one(s) to go out of their home on a regular basis, then you 

should consider caregiver applicants who have a car of their own and have business liability 

insurance coverage. You also have the option of the caregiver driving the senior’s car and adding 

them on to the car insurance plan. 

Here is a list of just some of the personalized services that a private caregiver can offer 

• Groceries 

• Errands 

• General shopping 

• Appointments 

• Housekeeping 

• Bathing & Grooming 

• Meal Prep 

• Exercise 

• Pet Care 

• Entertainment 

• Accompany to activities 

https://www.wisecaregiving.com/


SENIOR OUTING IDEAS 

 

• Community Events: Check online  

• Festivals 

• Museum Exhibitions 

• Art Shows 

• Attend clubs with senior who has a membership: even if it is just to go socially 

o Tennis 

o Golf 

o Gym 

o Bowling 

o Curling 

• Beauty Services 

• Beauty treatments 
• Walk 

o somewhere scenic outdoors with benches to rest periodically. 
o A shopping mall during the winter months. 

• Swim Indoors 

o Find out when the senior swim is scheduled 
• Park close to the airport and watch planes land and take off. 

• Aquarium visit 

• Bake / Cook together 

• Brewery tour-see how it is made 

• Book a factory tour 

• Check local tours of how things are made (i.e., Cheese, ice cream, chocolate, blown glass 

decor...) 

• Art Class 

• Pottery Class 

• Ballet Production 

• Theatre Production 

• Symphony Concert 

• Bingo 

• Arts & Crafts 

• Food Tasting 

• Visit unique local shops (i.e., handmade toy making shop, British Products specialty store etc.) 

• Art & Crafts Store and purchase a small project to do together 

• Play Cards / UNO 

• Chess, Checkers, Jenga etc. 

• Make a puzzle together 

• Got to browse antique shops, 2nd hand stores, dollar stores (loads of fun inexpensive finds) 



Winter outdoors ideas & activities: 

 

• Snowshoeing 

• Scenic drive 
• Cross country skiing 
• Sleigh Ride 
• Skating 
• Walking on cleared paths 

 

• Spring ideas: 
• Sugar Shack 
• Preparing Garden 

 

 

Summer / fall ideas: 

 

 

 

• Boat tour 

• Visit the Zoo or animal Park 

• Some parks you can stay in your car and drive by the animals if mobility is an issue 

• Landmark areas or activities in your area 

• Walk together along the waterfront, or ocean 

• Park close to the airport and watch planes land and take off 

• Tennis 

• Car Show 

• Outdoor Festivals 

• Garden centers  

• Farm visit and pick local produce 

• Vineyard tour and sample the wine (if permitted) 

• Local Bird Center visit 

• Eco museum visit 

• Horse, Dog, Cow Show etc. 

• Memorial Events (i.e., veteran events, local events) 

• Gardening- go to flower/garden market together and buy flowers to plant 

• Fireworks event 

• Farmer's Market (indoor & outdoor) 

• Outdoor Gardening 



CAREGIVER SERVICES AT SENIORS RESIDENCE 

 

Hiring a private caregiver for your loved one(s) living in residence, may be one of the best 

decisions you ever make 

To begin with, we are always concerned about the well being and security of our senior loved ones, 

especially when they begin to need additional support at home. 

You may start to notice and catch conversations with people talking about what is going on with their 

parents, and the choices they have made regarding care. Often you hear about the negative 

experience’s families are having regarding the care in residences, rather than the good ones. The 

great concern among all people who face placing a loved one in a long-term care residence, is that 

the quality of care promised is the actual care being provided. 

Some long-term care residences can be described as nothing less than "horrific", and family 

members are now voicing concerns and acting against residences that do not provide the care that 

was initially promised. 

We keep hearing over and over about staff shortages in private and public residences, especially now 

due to the pandemic. With less staff it is affecting the quality and quantity of care. If you talk to care 

attendants in residences in both private and public, it is quite common to hear that they do not have 

enough care team staff to accommodate the workload. Sadly, in most cases not much is done if the 

ratio of care attendants to senior residents is in accordance with government regulations. Does the 

government need to address this issue? YES! But that is a different book all together. For now, we 

must deal with what is right in front of us and do what we can to help our seniors. 

The cost of living in a residence will become more expensive with time due to increasing care needs, 

and overall inflation. The extra care costs tend to add up quite a bit over time. It is important keep a 

close eye on the additional charges. 



 

What many families do now to supplement the extra care is to hire a private caregiver. If the 

financial aspect of the extra care is a main factor, then a good idea would be to remove the 

extra residence services, and then direct the funds towards hiring privately. 

Private caregivers can perform the same additional services that the residence will charge extra for. 

Your senior loved one(s) will have a one-on-one companion that they can enjoy being with and feel 

special to be receiving the extra attention. 

Hire the right caregiver and you will see and feel the immediate results. This addition drastically 

reduces or eliminates any fears of neglect or abuse within a senior home. To have a trusted presence 

such a private caregiver where the loyalties lie only with you and your family, is beyond priceless. 

When you hire a private caregiver separate from the residence, it provides you the opportunity to hear 

the daily issues or situations from a different viewpoint. You will receive the full details of what your 

caregiver may see as a concern, or if any subtle changes occur in the senior’s behaviors mentally, or 

physically. 

Family members have every right to hire a caregiver in a residence and allow them to be with your 

loved one as you see fit. It may be worth your time to double check your provincial or state laws on 

this matter. 

Many families are catching on to this amazing extra service for seniors. The initial and continued 

extra cost is difficult to accept mainly because your loved one is already paying a hefty price to live in 

a residence, and it may be challenging to justify the cost-especially to other family members. Think of 

it as an insurance policy, if situations in the residence do arise then the extra cost becomes irrelevant. 

Any "extra" services in a residence on top of the base rental cost usually come at an above average 

cost. Take the time to compare the residence cost vs. private caregiver cost for the same services. 

What you will find is that private caregivers will be able to offer even more services that the home 

would rather not provide due to liability issues. 

One of the main things that Covid-19 exposed in our long- term senior care homes, as well as 

government home care services is where all the weak points are. It would be wonderful to hear a 

report that all the long-term care senior residences/ care facilities have enough staff, more access to 

services, that certain standards have been put in place and are being followed, but it has become 

evident that they still have a long way to go. 

A good caregiver will serve as an extra set of eyes and ears and bring you peace of mind. Information 

and knowledge are power. The more people you talk to about their experiences, groups you join, 

residences you visit, questions you ask, the better off your family will be. 



WHAT TO CONSIDER BEFORE YOU HIRE A CAREGIVER 

 

 
 

Consider the following before you start looking for a private caregiver 

• Type of care would be most beneficial 
• Level of training required for care needed 
• What is the preferred language? 
• Level of experience needed for the position  
• Operation of special equipment 
• Valid drivers license for outings 
• Car for transport, or can you provide one 
• Is physical strength important 

Knowing exactly what you are looking for in a private caregiver is crucial when sorting through all the 
candidates. 

Consider if the senior receiving care will be more comfortable with a private caregiver who shares 
their cultural background, language, preference between male and female caregivers. A private 
caregiver is someone who will be assisting with personal care duties, so it is especially important that 
the senior receiving the care is comfortable. 

Outside the box resources for finding quality private caregivers 

• Referrals from family and friends 
• Independent living centers, senior centers, religious congregations, or national health 

organizations (i.e., Alzheimer’s Association) 
• Local College/University career offices, especially those with nursing or social work programs 
• Bank Trustees, Investment Bankers, and Notaries may also be good sources to turn to. Often 

quality caregivers will reach out to professionals who may benefit from having this additional 
value to extend to their senior clients when home assistance is required. Some trustees may 
already have a caregiver that they work with for payment and communicate with regularly. 



10 STEP PROCESS TO FIND KEEP A CAREGIVER 
 

 

 

1.Start recruiting process- It is time to locate private caregivers and get to know the best places to 

post your senior care job. 

2.Respond to interested- Caregiver Applicants-Respond by email with this caregiver job application 

form and generate a response template to save time. Include a more detailed  

job description, general location, overall expectations of employee and budget.  Research local 

caregiver wage and offer 2-5$/more per hour. 

3.Sift through caregiver- Job Applications-Select potential candidates that can assist with senior’s 

care needs. Organize received caregiver job applications based on the date/time it took them to 

respond to your application request. Take note of written Check level of communication skills 

4.Contact potential caregiver candidates- Send a quick note by email to request a 15 min phone 

interview based on your schedule availability. Keep all notes on performance of each caregiver 

applicant over the phone and in person using the Interview questionnaire. 

5.Organize files for each caregiver- Each file should contain: Job application, any written 

communication (i.e., emails), interview questionnaire form for the phone/in person interview, 

references, and background checks. You may need to look back if your top caregiver selections do 

not work out. 

6.Select the best candidate to interview in person- Set the day and time, the caregiver should be 

there when requested. Notify the caregiver that a set limit for the interview will be 30-40 minutes. 

7.Screen your caregivers-Base your screening on how well the interview went. 

8.Have caregiver meet senior- Have potential selected caregivers (2-3 max) meet senior for 15-20 

mins. A simple brief introduction and short time frame will give your senior loved one enough time to 

get a good feel for the candidate. 

9.Consider applicants who will agree to trial period- Set a defined time where you both give the 

new working relationship a solid effort. If at the end of the agreed upon time either party is not 

satisfied with the terms, or quality of work you  

can part ways with far less emotion or guilt involved. 

10.Send and both sign the forms and agreements- Do this in person or digitally. Both parties 

should be clear of the care job related expectations, and protect one another in writing with your 

https://www.wisecaregiving.com/screening-private-caregiver/


WHERE TO POST CAREGIVER WANTED AD 

 

 
Caregiving advertising sites with the most traffic. 
Some of these caregiving advertising sites are free to employers, but some charge. Even though you 
may have to invest a little up front, I highly recommend that you do. You will attract far more qualified 
and experienced caregiver candidates. If the site offers bundles of time, a 3-month payment option is 
good. The price vs. value is typically good, and it will give you sufficient time to find a caregiver. 

Sign-up and create accounts for each of these caregiver job sites. Then fill out all your profile 
details, and job offer. Third and final step-publish and go live! 

Best caregiver job sites to advertise and find caregivers 

care.com 

ziprecruiter.com 

gumtree.com 

classifiedads.com 

oodle.com 

indeed.com 

monster.com/  

wowjobs.ca 

eldercare.com 

jobilico.com 

nannyservices.com 

kijiji.ca 

linkedin.com 

greataupair.com 

Facebook/marketplace 

https://care.com/
https://ziprecruiter.com/
https://ziprecruiter.com/
https://gumtree.com/
https://classifiedads.com/
https://oodle.com/
https://indeed.com/
https://monster.com/
https://wowjobs.ca/
https://eldercare.com/
https://jobilico.com/
https://nannyservices.com/
https://nannyservices.com/
https://kijiji.ca/
https://linkedin.com/
https://greataupair.com/
https://facebook/marketplace


 

https://www.care.com 

 

 

ziprecruiter.com 

 

 

gumtree.com 

 

https://www.care.com/
https://www.ziprecruiter.com/
https://www.gumtree.com/


 

classifiedads.com 

 

 

oodle.com 

 

 

https://indeed.com 

 

https://www.classifiedads.com/
https://oodle.com/
https://indeed.com/


 

monster.com 

 

 

www.wowjobs.ca 

 

 

eldercare.com 

 

https://www.monster.com/
http://www.wowjobs.ca/
https://eldercare.com/


 

jobillico.com 

 

 

nannyservices.com 

 

https://jobillico.com/
https://nannyservices.com/


 

kijiji.ca 
 

Difficult to post in another country from where you are located. This site is IP address sensitive and 

they do not make it easy to post internationally if you are looking for a caregiver outside of the 

senior’s geographical location. 

 

Note: Posting in more than one category, or multiple of the same post in one category not allowed. To 

create free posts and have them be affective you need to delete your post and repost very often. The 

option to pay for posts, or boost your posts is available. 

 

 

 

Linkedin.com 

Find professional caregivers and their resumes  

 

https://kijiji.ca/
https://linkedin.com/


 

greataupair.com  

 

  

 

https://facebook/marketplace 

 

 

Try Facebook marketplace. You will have the ability to view Facebook profiles of potential caregivers 

and learn a little bit about them before contacting reaching out. 

The great thing about Facebook is that it is connected to messenger. You will be able to have a free 

and immediate conversation with a potential caregiver. 

https://greataupair.com/
https://facebook.com/marketplace


SCREENING PRIVATE CAREGIVER 

 

 
 
Select a caregiver that possess these general traits: 

 

• Positive  

• Patient 

• Kind 

 
On your search you want to find a caregiver that are in good health, has a natural affinity to be with 
seniors, possess strong work ethic, and that he/she can commit long term if required.  
 
Your selected caregiver will be a direct result of the effort that you put in to finding and screening 
him/her. This process takes time, energy, and consideration. 
 
Caregiver skills needed: 
 

• Adaptable to new situations and environments 
• Good understanding of boundaries 
• Resourceful 
• Attentive 
• Creative 
• Good listener 
• Remain calm in stressful situations 
• Ability to multitask 
• Organized 
• Friendly  
• Self motivation  
• Presentable and well groomed 
• Detail oriented 
• Common sense 
• Good communication skills 
• Physically strong 

 
Caregiver job related experience & certification: 
 

• Flexible scheduling 

• Driver’s license with good driving record 

• Min 1-2 years working as a private caregiver 

• First Aid & CPR certification (make sure it is up to date) 



PRE-INTERVIEW CAREGIVER CANDIDATES  
 

The next natural step to the screening process is to send questions to be answered in writing 

 
This process will allow you to narrow down your candidates and learn a little more about your 
potential candidates 
 

How pre-interview will help What it tells you about caregiver 

Get to know more about the candidate personality match 

See the communication skill level future communications with you 

View writing skills clarity at which information is delivered 

See time of response indicator of speed to respond in future 

Know the level of commitment serious about position 

See if a candidate is patient can follow process 

 
 

 



CAREGIVER INTERVIEW (In person or Virtual) 

 

Screen caregiver applicants before scheduling face-to-face or virtual caregiver interviews with 

potential caregiver applicants. 

Start with going through all the applications you have collected, then email candidates pre-interview 

questionnaire. After these steps you should have a solid list of people to carry through to the full 

caregiver interview. 

You may opt for a virtual video call. Send out a quick reminder a day before to confirm the interview 

time. Select your FREE video meeting platform (Zoom, Skype, Google Hangout) and do a test 

meeting with someone. With zoom you can do a test with yourself 

• It is important that your computer connection is stable 
• Check that your audio is working and that you do not get any feedback or echo sounds. 
• Test the connection before the call, and set up a simple, clean (uncluttered) background and then add 

some interest (color, plant, nice object etc.) for the viewer. A background can say a lot about a person 
so be mindful of that before your virtual call. 

• Set up the video chat at least 1 hour before. sometimes passwords get misplaced, and something as 
simple as a phone code not being found can really throw you off your game and affect your interview. 

• Time to get started, be mindful of your time and have all candidates lined up to save you time 

Zoom Meeting - click here 

Skype Meeting - click here 

Google Meet - click here 

 

 

https://zoom.us/signin
https://www.skype.com/en/get-skype/
https://hangouts.google.com/
https://www.wisecaregiving.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Caregiver-Interview-Questions-Free-form.docx


WHAT TO ASK REFERENCES 
Checking caregiver references are worth their weight in gold 

 

Caregiver references are essential when planning senior care 

If the caregiver references have something positive or negative to say about their own experience, 

they will most likely let you know. Speak openly and directly with former private caregiver employers, 

it will give you the peace of mind you need when you decide which private caregiver to hire. 

Listen carefully to the answers as to what is said, and what is not. Often you will find answers in 

silence or hesitation. People for the most part do not want to put a negative mark on a past employee, 

and fear legality issues about sharing private information. 

Specific caregiver related questions to ask references 

 

 
 
*You can customize this document to each caregiver applicant 



CAREGIVER BACKGROUND CHECK 

 

A caregiver background check is a simple process worth the time and effort 

 

The criminal check and driving record applications can be filled out and submitted for review at a local 

police station. It requires only basic information such name, sex, and date of birth of the potential 

caregiver. (i.e., Social Insurance/Security number, maiden name). It may take some time to process 

the criminal background check and will most likely come with a cost. 

For caregivers who actively seek work it is good practice to already have these forms complete and 

up to date. A good caregiver should be able to send them right away because they have it on hand, 

and it might make the decision to hire a caregiver a simple one. 

1. Criminal Record 
2. Driving Record 
3. Medical Condition (covid-19 test) 

 

You have the right to request a driving record from the caregiver who will be transporting your senior 
loved one(s). You can request this information yourself from your local government vehicle transport 
offices for a fee. Most caregivers will assume the cost and may already have a copy handy to present 
to you. 

Even if you find out some things that may not like or want to hear, it is always better to have all the 
information presented to you and then make your decision based on the facts. 



BASIC CAREGIVER TRAINING AND SKILLS REQUIRED 

 

 
Ideally your caregiver should have a minimum of 1-2 years experience working as a caregiver either 

privately or for an agency. Select a caregiver that is red cross certified and up to date with CPR & first 

aid. You may have a care plan already in place that has important information such as do not 

resuscitate order; this should also be communicated to your hired caregiver. 

Orderly / Nursing Assistant training is a bonus to have, but not necessary in non-medical private 

caregiving. What is most important is that your caregiver has a natural affinity to be around seniors 

and has the desire to help them with their daily non-medical needs. 

Look for the best aspects of a private caregiver and the benefits they can provide to create an optimal 

personalized care plan for your senior loved one. When you hire private instead of a home care 

agency you cut out the middleman, and what this ensures a much more direct line of communication 

as far as what is happening during caregiver visits.  

Your caregiver will have a larger role in the care and be able to take initiatives and assume more 

responsibility for your senior loved one while they are on duty. 

Hiring private caregivers that are skilled, experienced and take initiative are what make a great 

caregiver experience and leave your loved one always looking forward to the next visit. 

Quick summary as to what to look for in a caregiver 

• 1-2 years practical experience in home care or care facilities 
• Flexibility with schedule 
• Good instincts 
• Listening skills 
• Patience 
• Can work independently or as part of a care team 
• Communicates effectively 
• Can adapt to situations or environments quickly 
• Compassionate 
• Committed to your mandate 
• Natural affinity to be with seniors 
• Has drive and is willing to take initiative 
• Well presented and polished 



COST OF CAREGIVER SERVICES 

 

Determine what to offer your private caregiver, or what is fair to pay. 

3 Important considerations when you plan to hire a caregiver 

• Financial budget 

• Time needed each visit 

• Frequency of visits 

The caregiver rate is typically based on a combination of two factors.  

What is the average industry wage amount in your location, and what caregiving services will be 

offered by your caregiver? Be ready to pay more if a caregiver offers more services. 

The level of job-related skilled experience, variety of workplace setting experience, education, and 

training.  

Be prepared to offer a higher caregiver rate if he/she offers convenient services, such as advance 

payment, transport, insurance and has job related experience. 

*You can find out average caregiver rate in your area by signing up on care.com. The site will 

generate the average amount for you based on your geographical area. 

You will need to decide the frequency of payment: 

 By the hour, week bi-weekly, monthly, or yearly salary 

Caregiver services that add value and may be a result of a higher caregiver rate 

• Emergency Care (More flexible assistance as needed) 
• Caregiver experience (working with seniors diagnosed with dementia) 
• Car (year and model) for outings, errands, and appointments 
• Business liability insurance 
• Charge account/credit card for expenses 



3 REASONS TO NOT HIRE A CAREGIVER AT THE CHEAPEST RATE 

 

Avoid the temptation to hire a caregiver at the cheapest rate 

The expression "you get what you pay for" rings true when you are hiring a caregiver 

We usually all want the best service or product for the lowest possible price, however in most 

cases it does not benefit you or your senior loved one to hire a caregiver at the cheapest rate. 

You may find this informative and at the same time not exactly what you wanted to hear right now. 

Searching for the perfect caregiver for your senior loved one can be a very touchy and complex 

venture. It is important to know a few key things to safeguard your sanity while going through this 

process. 

Without flexibility in the senior care financial budget, you may potentially miss out on a caregiver that 

will work for your family, and all for what? a few dollars more an hour. 

Try to keep an open mind and be willing to pay a little more for a caregiver with caregiving 

experience, good references, flexible with scheduling, has reliable transportation, clean driving 

record, and no criminal background. Honestly, I feel like a broken record when I say your investment 

will pay in dividends, but it will. 

By selecting a caregiver solely based on rate, you may run the risk of getting someone who will fill the 

position, but not really express any real interest or demonstrate initiative to do anything extra outside 

of the agreed upon job description. The position will most likely be treated as a temporary position, or 

a steppingstone to the next gig. One thing is for sure, your loved one(s) will feel this and not enjoy or 

look forward to the caregiver visiting. To have a caregiver inside a personal space and feel awkward 

is a terrible feeling for your senior loved one(s), especially if the visit is for the purpose of company 

and conversation. 

Now you may say to yourself after reading this that financially you are not willing to pay more than the 

standard rate, and you are confident that you will find caregivers willing to work for you set rate. I can 

almost guarantee in a relatively short period of time that you will start to see the result of the quality of 

work, or lack thereof. It starts with the lack of little extra care and detail, things that you wish your 

caregiver would do for your loved one(s) directly or around their place of residence. The small yet 

thoughtful gestures that make all the difference in the world to you, and your senior loved one(s). The 

small issues will continue to compound, and then more serious issues begin to surface. The next step 

will naturally be to let the caregiver go and find a suitable replacement. This guide exists to help you 

avoid this situation. 



 

 

3 IMPORTANT REASONS WHY 

• YOUR TIME IS LOST 

If you add up the time it takes to find, hire, train, and then fire each caregiver you can clearly 

see that your time is being drained and for what? To find help for your senior loved one all to 

need more help yourself with your own daily tasks. You may find yourself needing to hire 

someone for yourself and how on earth does this make sense? Your time valuable too! 

• YOUR ENERGY IS DRAINED 

It takes a great amount of energy to deal with each individual caregiver as the issues start to 

arise. Some of the issues start with lack of response to your communications, punctuality (in 

some cases exact timing for a change in shift is crucial), no initiative to do anything even a little 

outside of the job description, or simply a no show on several occasions. 

• YOUR $$$ IS WASTED 

This is really where you see firsthand that paying less per hour for a caregiver in the long run 

will not add up to any form of savings. Where it most concerns you again i your "time". Time is 

money and your time is valuable! 

•  

So how important it is to find the right caregiver from the start? VERY 

The cost for the care is in most cases coming direct from your senior loved one. They responsibly 

saved for years to be sure that they would be well taken care of in the later stages of life. Of course, 

you already realize this, but it is so important to remember that with a little extra money and patience 

you can find an exceptionally good caregiver to assist your senior loved one(s) long term. A good 

caregiver knows his/her value and will usually only work for families who appreciate the value of a 

good caregiver.  

Try this exercise, add an extra 3-5$/hr to your initial compensation amount in your offer. This will 

attract the best caregivers to your ad or profile. Although the rate will attract many caregivers, your 

job description in your ad should filter many of the caregivers that do not initially match up to your 

criteria. You will also be able to spot through the many applications the ones that stand out in the way 

that they communicate. 



SECURE THE MANDATE (Senior Care Templates) 
 

 

When you hire a private caregiver, the best way to protect your senior loved one 

is to have everything in writing with these 15 TEMPLATES. 

Wise Caregiving forms and agreements are user friendly and cover all the important details when you 

hire a private caregiver. 

The Hire a Private Caregiver Templates will demonstrate to your new caregiver that this care position 

is one that you take very seriously. 

 

• HIRING A PRIVATE CAREGIVER CHECKLIST 

• CAREGIVER EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION FORM 

• CAREGIVER JOB DESCRIPTION FORM 

• SENIOR CARE INFORMATION FORM 

• CAREGIVER EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT (long form) 

• CAREGIVER EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT (short form) 

• PRE-INTERVIEW FOR CAREGIVER (WRITTEN) 

• CAREGIVER INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE (IN-PERSON/VIRTUAL) 

• REFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE 

• SAMPLE JOB POSTING TEMPLATE 

• DAILY SENIOR CARE JOURNAL 

• HOUSEKEEPING CHECKLIST 

• PERSONAL HYGIENE CHART 

• SENIOR CARE INVOICE 

• TAX RECEIPT FOR SENIOR CARE 

• COVID 19 SCREENING FORM 



Hire a caregiver checklist: 
 

 



Caregiver employment application form template: 
 

• Senior care application form to send to potential caregiver candidates. 
• Help narrow your caregiver search and find the perfect match. 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
*You can customize the job application to your specific needs 



Caregiver job description form: 
 

This form is important to fill out and have on hand, and then send to the caregiver that you hire. You 

can form-fill digitally or fill out the form manually. 

 
• The detail instructions in this form helps to ensure that the first few visits for both the senior client 

and caregiver provide an easier transition. 
• Job expectations are clear, and as a result avoid confusion.  By avoiding confusion, you can 

greatly reduce the level of stress. 
• When a caregiver enters a senior home and knows what to do while visiting it helps the bonding 

process. 
• If certain tasks need to be completed in or around the residence, the senior will not have to 

describe the details of what to do. 
 
It is a good idea for the first visit to take the caregiver around the residence and go over the job 
description form. 
 

 

 

 



Senior care information form: 
 

10-page fillable form (all details needed for required senior care) 

You can print out or digitally fill out save and send to your caregiver. 

This form is a valuable source of information for Doctors and Specialists when a caregiver takes a 

senior to an appointment 

Important information to have access to in a medical emergency 

*Should your caregiver need important information quickly, the digital format of this form can be 

stored and accessed using a computer, phone, or tablet. 

 

 

 

 

 



Caregiver employment agreement (long form): 
 

Protect yourself the same way homecare agencies do when you hire a private caregiver.  

 

Benefits of having this document: 

 
• Clarifies job duties and a schedule to follow when private caregiver services are provided. 

• Everything this document covers in writing: 

• All fees 

• Expenses 

• Reimbursements 

• Transport of senior 

• Payment terms 

• Lateness 

• Sick days/personal days 

• Vacation 

• Grounds for terminating service 

• You can customize this form 100% 

• Add, delete, or modify  

  
 

 



Basic caregiver employment contract (short form): 
 

• Caregiver work contract in writing (short form) 
• Clarifies job duties and work schedule 
• Form-fill digitally or fill out manually 
• Customize this form (Add or delete all fields) 

 
 

 



Pre-caregiver interview questionnaire:  
 

• Send to applicants to pre-screen via email before you officially schedule an interview 

• Get to know your candidate on a more personal level 

 

This easy and time saving process will really help you to narrow down your caregiver candidates.  

 

 

 

 



Caregiver interview (In person or Virtual): 
 

• Virtual / In Person 
• Get to know your potential candidates in detail with these prepared questions. 
• You can add, edit, or delete parts of this questionnaire 
• Electronic form-fill or print and fill out this form manually 

 

 

 
 

 

 



Reference questionnaire: 
 

 

 

Caregiver job post sample: 
This form gives you an idea of some of the things you may decide to list in your ad as job 

requirements. The more description and clarity you provide as far as the job requirements, the more 

caregivers you will attract. The goal is to get your job post to stand out from the others on job boards, 

forms, and platforms. 

 

 



Daily care journal for senior care: 
 

• Stay involved and informed with this daily care journal form 
• Important when a care team is involved and needs to communicate on rotating shifts 
• Also, a good way to keep track in the event any medical issues should arise. A medical 

professional will be able to go back and possibly get to the source of the issue much faster with 
more information about daily routines 

 

 



Housekeeping checklist for senior care: 
 

*Important during Covid-19 

 
• helps keep house tasks organized (If they were done, and when they were completed) 
• Work efficiently (set days) 
• Safeguard seniors living area (safety is primary concern) 
• Save time from repetitive communication amongst care team 
• Home remains a comfortable place to stay for senior(s) 
• Documents each visit with senior 
• Additional source of information if a health issue should arise 
 
 

 



Personal hygiene chart for senior care 
 

 

• Bathing and showering 
• Personal hygiene and grooming (including brushing/combing/styling hair) 
• Dressing 
• Toilet hygiene (getting to the toilet, cleaning oneself, and getting back up) 
• Functional mobility 
• Self-feeding 
 
This chart is crucial when a care team of more than one person is in place who are responsible for 

the care of a senior. This chart is not only useful for seniors living at home, but also if your private 

caregiver is assisting a senior who lives in a facility and provides additional care. 

 

 



Senior Care Invoice: 
 

This invoice is specifically designed for the senior care  

 
• All digital fields can be added, edited, or removed. 
• Detailed instructions of invoice and how to modify fields on the side of each invoice in Excel 

spreadsheet 
• Our technical IT assistant can answer any of your questions by email and help you with any 

changes that need to be made with this invoice template. 
• Easily add local tax rates if applicable. 
• If you are going to hire a private caregiver, this senior invoice template keeps all the senior private 

caregiver costs in order and up to date. 
• Simply send this downloadable template to your caregiver to use for future billing. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 



Tax receipt for senior care services: 
 

• Simple and organized financial statement for your accountant  
• Keeps accountant cost down by saving time, and efforts can be focused on applicable senior tax 

credits. 
• Send this form to your caregiver to fill out or complete it yourself. 
• Enter fees, expenses, and reimbursements 
• Each monthly total is calculated 
 

 



DOWNLOAD TEMPLATES ON YOUR DESKTOP 
 

• TEMPLATES ARE IN A COMPRESSED.ZIP FILE  

 

• INSTRUCTIONS TO DOWNLOAD AND EXTRACT FILES INCLUDED  

 

Thank you for your purchase, and for the time you invested in the process of finding a 

caregiver that suits your needs. Hopefully, you found this guide helpful. We wish you 

all the best in your search for a private caregiver. 

 

 
 

Caring for seniors is perhaps the greatest responsibility 

we have. Those who have walked before us have given 

so much and made possible the life we all enjoy.  

– Senator John Hoeven 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
If you have any further questions you can contact: 

 
danielle@wisecaregiving.com  

mailto:danielle@wisecaregiving.com

